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Angola Statememt on Agenda item 136 entitled
"Improving the financial situation of the United Nations" at the Fifth

Committee of the 71 st session of the UNGA

Hme Chairwomem,

Excellencies
Dear Colleagues,

At the outset, since it is the first time I take the floor at this
committee, please allow-me to start by congratulating you on your
election as chairwomen of the Fifth Committee of the 7|st UNGA. My
congratulation is also extensive to the member of our bureau.

| would like to assure you of the support and cooperation of my
delegation in assisting you fulfilling our mandate with success during
our terÿ.

Turning now at the core of our today discussion, which is the report on
the financial situation of the United Nations, my delegation wishes to
thank the secretariat for presenting the report on the financial situation
of the United Nations as at 30 September 2016 contained in document
A/71/440 40.

The report indeed presents the financial situation of the United Nations
based on four main financial indicators that have been used to measure
the strength of the Organization: namely the assessments issued unpaid
assessed contributions, available cash resources and the Organization's

outstanding payments to Member State.

Angola.aligns itself with the statement just deliver by the delegation of
the Republic of Chad on behalf of the African group and Thailand on
behalf of the G77 and China.

Hadam Chairwomen,



After first reading and preliminary analysis we would like to make the
following findings, remarks, comments as well as considerations.

Firstly we notice that the Cash positions are currently positive for all
categories except the regular budget and Regular budget cash is at very
low levels,

Secondly that the regular budget reserves are almost exhausted and the
existing risk of cash problems who may arise at the end of this year, if
member states doesn't meet their contributions on time.

Thirdly the current unpaid regular budget assessments remain at a
significant level, and 126 out of total of 194 Member States have fully
paid  their regular budget assessments in full, and that 67 Member
States have not yet honored their obligations to the regular budget.

Fourthly, as for the level of peacekeeping cashflow we notice the
efforts has been made by the Secretariat to expedite outstanding
payments and to provide troops and formed police units and
contingent-owned equipment

Fifthly the financial health of the Organization continues to depend on
......  Member States meeting their financial obligations in full and on time

and the limited reserves available

As results, a significant amount of regular budget assessments remains

unpaid and given the limited reserves available, the financial health of
the Organization continues to depend on Member States to meeting
their financial obligations on time.

Madam Chairwomen,

Angola is concern with the risk of possible cash problems which may
arise at the end of 2016; in this regard we encourage the secretariat to
closely monitor the cash position as well as member state to honored
their contributions in the coming months.

We are also encourage with the fact that the overall level of available
reserves (both the Working Capital Fund and the Special Account) is
sufficient to cover at least six weeks of regular budget operation.

Regarding the level of the remaining reserves of $7 million we invites
the secretariat to carefully manage the remaining reserves and to review



theÿadequacy of the level of reserves in the Light of pattern of payment
of the assessed contributions of the member states with the level of
commitment authority o

We are also encourage by the fact that despite the liquidity problems
the Organization is facing with respect to the regular budget, the
financial health as a whole remains sound, and  the organization has
sufficient assets overall to meet both short-term and longer-term

liabilities.

Regarding the Peacekeeping operations which the changing demand of
activities makes it difficult to predict financial requirements, We are
encourage with the fact that the contributions for peacekeeping
operations received so far an amount to $8.9 billion out of  $10.3
billion assessed for peacekeeping operations in 2016.

The amount of cash available for peacekeeping operations reach amount
of approximately $5 billion, with $4.7 billion in the accounts of active
missions, $198 million in the accounts of closed missions and $139
million in the Peacekeeping Reserve Fund.

With  regard  to  outstanding  payments  of  Member  States  for
peacekeeping operations, we also encourage the Secretariat to closely

monitor the peacekeeping cash flow situation with  a view to
maximizing quarterly payments of the Member States on the basis of
cash and data availabiliqr.

Finally, like other delegations my delegation would like also to
commend the Member States which have paid their assessments the
peacekeeping contributions

! thank you




